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D 2.3 Report on the findings of the retrospective investigation on state of preservation
This is a succinct report on the findings of the retrospective investigation on state of
preservation of collections of cultural assets under different historic climate conditions in the
field of cultural heritage in the context of climate change as covered by task 2.4 in Work
package 2. It comprises contributions of the Climate for Culture project partners
FRAUNHOFER-GESELLSCHAFT ZUR FOERDERUNG DER ANGEWANDTEN
FORSCHUNG E.V (Fraunhofer) by Kristina Holl and Isabelle Kandler, Uppsala Universitet
(UU, initially referred to HOGSKOLAN PA GOTLAND HGO) by Charlotta Bylund Melin and
Mattias Legnér as well as Technische Universität München (TUM) by Andreas Weiß. The
contributions by Holl, Bylund Melin and Legnér have been presented at the Munich Climate
Conference “Climate for Collections Standards and Uncertainties 2013 from 7 to 9 November
2012 and published in the conference preprints [Holl 2013], [Bylund Melin, Legnér 2013].
Extended discussion of the content will appear in separate publications of the ongoing PHD
projects of Kristina Holl, Charlotta Bylund Melin and Andreas Weiß.
The report is dealing with the cause effect relationship of indoor climate conditions and
preservation state of representative cultural heritage assets throughout Europe. It refers to
movable and immovable cultural heritage objects hosted in different types of buildings in
three distinct European climate regions.
Movable and immovable European cultural heritage comprise a broad range of objects
distinct from the points of view of technological constitution and climatic vulnerability. With
respect to available resources, accessible case study objects and expertise of personnel an
exemplary investigation of cultural heritage segments was suggested. Under the premises of
representativeness in the European framework regarding climatic vulnerability and economic
consequences of climate induced damages as well as suitability for efficient performance the
investigation was focused exemplarily on painted wooden objects and canvas paintings. For
the same reasons and with respect to the requirements of subsequent tasks in the
framework of the Climate for Culture project the indoor climate conditions to be considered
were limited as well on level and fluctuations of relative humidity and temperature, in the
following referred to as T and RH.
The report consists of three parts. In part one [Holl 2013] an analysis of climatic risks to
composite materials beyond covering by state of the art indoor climate guidelines is provided
upon the example of the neo baroque furnishing of the natural climatised Linderhof Palace in
the Alps in Germany. In part two [Bylund Melin and Legnér 2013] a method to relate
damages to painted wooden furniture to indoor climate conditions is introduced upon the
example of churches in a Baltic costal region with special respect to heating strategies. Part
three provides an overview of the approach and the ongoing performance of data collection
on indoor climate and preservation history in large painting collections for the statistical
assessment of the relation of indoor climate conditions and preservation states. Methods
introduced have been tested at collections in none or not fully climatized historic museum
buildings and castles of the stakeholders and project partners Stiftung Preußische Schlösser
und Gärten Berlin-Brandenburg (SPSG) and Bayerisches Staatsministerium der Finanzen
(BSV), including the Kings House at the Schachen and UNESCO World Heritage Site
Palaces and Parks of Potsdam and Berlin.
The reported results, to be extended within the ongoing PHD projects will contribute to the
specification and classification of new damage functions with respect to materials at painted
wooden and canvas surfaces of cultural heritage objects under various climate exposures
throughout Europe as covered by task 4.5, to the assessment of tolerable ”safe” ranges of
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relative humidity and temperature as covered by task 4.6, as well as to the European
discussion about new guidelines regarding sustainable preservation in CEN TC 346.
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Part I
Comparison of indoor climate analysis according to current climate guidelines with the
conservational investigation using the example of Linderhof Palace

6

$PNQBSJTPOPGJOEPPSDMJNBUFBOBMZTJTBDDPSEJOHUP
DVSSFOUDMJNBUFHVJEFMJOFTXJUIUIFDPOTFSWBUJPOBM
JOWFTUJHBUJPOVTJOHUIFFYBNQMFPG-JOEFSIPG1BMBDF
,SJTUJOB)PMM

"CTUSBDU
Linderhof Palace contains its original neo baroque furnishings,
which consist of a large variety of composite materials. These
artworks are affected by adverse indoor climate conditions such
as cold temperatures and high relative humidity, which constantly
ßVDUVBUFTEVFUPUIFIJHIOVNCFSPGWJTJUPST%FQFOEJOHPOXIJDI
guidelines are used, analysing and evaluating the indoor climate
of a historic building can lead to different and sometimes opposing
results concerning potential risks to the collection. The amplitude
PGßVDUVBUJPOTPSUIFEVSBUJPOPGBßVDUVBUJPOBGGFDUJOHBDFSUBJO
kind of artwork are not considered in these guidelines. Some of
the guidelines are based on the mechanical behaviour of objects,
though only certain types of undamaged composite materials have
been tested. Furthermore, it is unknown what risk of new damage
is posed by deviating from the established environmental targets.
A detailed condition report on Linderhof’s furnishings conducted 20
years ago was used to assess the present condition and to estimate
the extent of changes induced by the climate over the last two
EFDBEFT%JGGFSFOUNJDSPDMJNBUFTXFSFJEFOUJÞFE TPNFPGXIJDI
IBEJODSFBTFEUIFSBUFPGEBNBHFUPUIFDPMMFDUJPO TVDIBTßBLJOH
of gilded ornaments or painted wooden surfaces. The collection
directly exposed to the external climate was particularly affected.
When these results were compared with an analysis of the indoor
climate according to various recent guidelines it became apparent
UIBUNBOZPGUIFSJTLTTQFDJÞDUPFBDISPPNBU-JOEFSIPGXFSF
not covered by the usual statements of potential risk. Therefore,
general climate guidelines are of limited use in estimating the
potential for damage. In order to predict potential damage there is
a pressing need to integrate knowledge about the characteristics of
composite materials, their positions in the room and the possibility
of the existence of distinct microclimates.
-JOEFSIPG1BMBDFrNPSFUIBOBUPVSJTUBUUSBDUJPO
Linderhof Palace, built by King Ludwig II is not only one of the
most visited sites in Bavaria, it is also very interesting from a
conservator’s perspective. Most of the immovable furniture and
ÞUUJOHTEBUFUPXIFO-JOEFSIPGXBTCVJMU r 5IFLJOHnT
SPPNTPOUIFVQQFSßPPSBSFSJDIMZEFDPSBUFEXJUIBMBSHFWBSJFUZ
of materials (Figure 1), which respond in various ways to the indoor
climate: painted ceilings, gilded stucco in the cavetto, oil paintings,
gilded wooden ornaments on the walls and movable objects like
tables and chairs, pastels, and textiles such as curtains, tapestries,
and carpets, mainly produced by Bavarian artists. Little of the
collection has been restored to date, with only a few repairs having
been undertaken. Therefore all changes visible on the objects are
related to the history and use of the building. The second point of
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interest is that the indoor climate of the palace is strongly affected
by the location of the building (Figure 1, 2) and by the high numbers
of visitors, particularly in the summer.
$MJNBUFJOUIF-JOEFSIPG1BMBDF
The climate in the Linderhof Palace is extreme all year round.
Situated near the Alps, the outdoor climate is affected by long
periods of frost and snow in the winter, as well as by rapid weather
changes in the summer. The temperature span is therefore very
wide. In 2010, outdoor temperatures ranging from -17.3 °C to 30.5
°C were measured. The relative humidity (RH) is constantly very
high, in 2010 the average was 90.8 % [3].
Linderhof Palace has no air-conditioning system, so the indoor
climate follows the outside climate, buffered to some extent
by the building. Therefore sub-zero temperatures in the state
rooms occur regularly. In February 2012, -6 °C and 64 % RH were
measured in the king’s bedroom, the coldest room in the building.
%BJMZßVDUVBUJPOTPGUFNQFSBUVSFBOESFMBUJWFIVNJEJUZBSF
especially frequent in the summer months. Due to the high
number of visitors, the windows are kept open to ensure adequate
WFOUJMBUJPO%VSJOHBOZIPVSQFSJPE ßVDUVBUJPOTPG3)
from the hourly mean may occur.1

Figure 1. Linderhof
Palace in 1887, by
Ludwig Sailer [1]
Figure 2. Historic
furnishings in the
Hall of Mirrors, by
Franz Hanfstaengl
c. 1890 [2]

The indoor climates of each room in the palace differ substantially.
Two rooms located at opposite ends of the palace were chosen
to illustrate the differences. The Hall of Mirrors is south facing,
and the Lilac Cabinet is at the northwest of the palace. Climate
data were captured from loggers located in the middle of each
room. The graph (Figure 4) shows data from 11 January 2011 to
10 January 2012. The differences in temperature, relative and
absolute humidity between both rooms are illustrated by the grey
line. In the Lilac Cabinet, the relative humidity was always higher
than in the Hall of Mirrors, while the temperature was always
lower. The rooms have a mean difference in relative humidity of 9.7
%, and a mean temperature difference of 2 K, but both have similar
EBJMZßVDUVBUJPOTBTÞHVSF shows.
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This is dependent
on the method of
analysing data. See
this volume pages
439–450

1

In this context,
short term is taken
to be daily

2

.BKPSSJTLTGPSDMJNBUFJOEVDFEEBNBHFUPUIF-JOEFSIPG1BMBDF
DPMMFDUJPO
A literature review was conducted to evaluate the risks posed
to the interiors and collection by the indoor environment. This
JEFOUJÞFEUIFNPTUIB[BSEPVTDIBSBDUFSJTUJDTBTFYDFTTJWFSFMBUJWF
IVNJEJUZJOHFOFSBM GSFRVFOUEBJMZBOETFBTPOBMßVDUVBUJPOT BOE
very low temperatures in the winter.
3FMBUJWFIVNJEJUZBCPWF
The sorption isotherms of many organic materials, for example,
animal glue, demonstrate a minor sorptive response between
40 and 60 % RH, but a high change in dimension and mechanical
properties above 70 % RH [5].
Furthermore, the higher the relative humidity, the more drastic
the hydrolytic cleavage of cellulose [6]. This causes long-term
degradation in composite materials like paintings or wooden
objects. Above 70 % RH, the risk of mould growth on artworks
consisting of organic compounds is evident [7]. However, there
are factors other than temperature and relative humidity which
increase the risk of mould growth, such as substrate quality
and the duration of coincidence. The American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and Air-conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
recommends maintaining an RH of below 75 % as the most basic
level of environmental control, class D [8].
'MVDUVBUJPOPGSFMBUJWFIVNJEJUZ
Artworks consisting of organic materials swell and shrink
with changes in relative humidity. Depending on the length
BOEBNQMJUVEFPGUIFßVDUVBUJPOT JUJTMJLFMZUIBUUIFSFXJMMCF
EFUFSJPSBUJPOPWFSUJNF5IFEFÞOJUJPOPGBOBDDFQUBCMFDMJNBUF
WBSJFTBDDPSEJOHUPUIFBVUIPSBOEUIFDMBTTJÞDBUJPOPGUIFCVJMEJOH
JORVFTUJPO5IF"4)3"&TUBOEBSETEJDUBUFUIBUßVDUVBUJPOT
above 2.5 % per hour and 5 % per day are too high for a museum
UPCFDMBTTJÞFEBT""TUBOEBSE< >'PSIJTUPSJDCVJMEJOHT
like the Linderhof Palace, Erhardt et al. assume, that shortUFSNßVDUVBUJPOT2 of 10 to 15 % above or below the monthly or
annual average are still acceptable [6]. European Standard CEN/
TC 346 recommends that the target range of indoor climate
(when conditioned) should be within the 7th and 93rd percentile

Figure 3. Histogram
of the daily variation
of relative humidity
by the hourly
mean. Left: Hall
of Mirrors; Right:
Lilac Cabinet. Both
rooms show similar
EBJMZßVDUVBUJPOT
of RH
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Figure 4. Line
diagram of
temperature,
relative humidity
and absolute
humidity in the
Hall of Mirrors and
the Lilac Cabinet
compared to the
outside climate.
Differences
between both
rooms are displayed
in the dark grey line
in each diagram

of measured values so that the driest and most humid extremes
are avoided [10]. These guidelines mainly derive from theoretical
approaches or from laboratory tests with un-aged materials
combined with simulations.
$PMEUFNQFSBUVSFT
Paintings, particularly in oil and acrylic, can be strongly affected
by temperatures below zero due to their low glass transition
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Figure 5. Diagram
of sorption
isotherms on
organic materials:
canvas, priming for
canvas paintings,
ochre in linseed oil,
and dammar

UFNQFSBUVSFT5IFZDBOCFDPNFCSJUUMFBOEßBLF*OUIJTDBTF UIF
effect of temperature is far more detrimental than the effect of
relative humidity [11].
&WBMVBUJPOPGUIFJOEPPSDMJNBUFJOUIF-JOEFSIPG1BMBDFVTJOH
EJGGFSFOUHVJEFMJOFT
In the following table, the three major risks related to the indoor
climate in the Linderhof Palace are analysed according to various
guidelines taken from the literature. Data from the Hall of Mirrors
BOEUIF-JMBD$BCJOFUSFßFDUJOHUIFJOEPPSDMJNBUFGPSBQFSJPEPG
one year were used. As the guidelines referring to average indoor
climates do not usually take into account local microclimates,
data from the surface measurement in the Lilac Cabinet were
used for comparison. The percentage of data exceeding the limits
recommended in the literature are listed below.
The table shows that climate data values for the Hall of Mirrors
are in line with Thomson’s recommended range as well as that of
ASHRAE’s control class D. Taking Thomson’s guidelines for the
Lilac Cabinet, however, the recommended range was exceeded by
27.8 % of the data recorded in the middle of the room and by 33.5
% on the surface. This is due to the higher relative humidity in the
Lilac Cabinet. ASHRAE’s control class D range was exceeded by
8.6 % of the data measured in the room and by 16.9 % of the data
collected from the surface.
The data from all three locations fell beyond the recommended
range established by deviation from the annual mean RH by plus or
minus 10 to 15 %. Each location fell beyond the range by a similar
amount. Assuming a ‘moderate RH region’ is around 50 to 55 %,
the data falling beyond the plus/minus 10 to 15 % of this range
increase for both measurement sites in the Lilac Cabinet: 50 % of
the data on both measurement sites exceeded 55 plus or minus
10 % RH; 23 % in the middle of the room and 30 % on the surface
position exceeded 55 plus or minus 15 % RH. The comparison of
climate guidelines does not lead to a clear result. Interpreting
the guidelines for relative humidity would imply that the historic
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interiors in the Hall of Mirrors should be in a better condition
than in the Lilac Cabinet. Taking into account the data from the
surface measurement it seems likely that more damage can be
found on the collection situated near the outer walls. In terms of
the low temperatures in the Palace, it is also likely that damage
XJMMCFJEFOUJÞFEPOBSUXPSLTXIJDIIBWFBMPXHMBTTUSBOTJUJPO
temperature as there are low temperatures in all rooms.
5IFJNQBDUPGEBJMZBOETFBTPOBMßVDUVBUJPOTJOUFNQFSBUVSF
BOESFMBUJWFIVNJEJUZJTOPUDPOTJEFSFEJOTVGÞDJFOUEFQUICZUIF
guidelines, nor is there enough attention devoted to the varying
responses of different classes of materials. Depending on their
physical properties, materials react to environmental changes very
differently. Structurally dense, composite objects such as gilded
or coated wood are much less responsive to climatic changes than
more permeable materials, as the movement of moisture through
the structure takes so much longer. The thickness of the various
layers of material is also a major factor.
It is vital to distinguish the particular material or composite
materials to which these guidelines refer. For example, painted
or gilded wooden objects are damaged severely by seasonal
FOWJSPONFOUBMßVDUVBUJPOT XIJDIDBODBVTFDSBDLJOHJOUIF
wood [13], while very sensitive materials like parchment react
JNNFEJBUFMZBOEWJTJCMZUPWFSZTIPSUßVDUVBUJPOTPGSFMBUJWF
humidity.
In summary, it is necessary to verify the estimates of risk implied
by the data by investigating the actual condition of objects and
interiors:
q What is the condition of various objects of different composite
materials installed in the palace?
Table 1. Indoor climate data from the Hall of Mirrors (air) and the Lilac Cabinet (air and surface) analysed by different
guidelines taken from literature

-JUFSBUVSF

%FTDSJQUJPO

)BMMPG.JSSPSTr
-JMBD$BCJOFUr
-JMBD$BCJOFUr
TFOTPSJOUIF
TFOTPSJOUIF
TFOTPSPOUIF
NJEEMFPGUIFSPPN NJEEMFPGUIFSPPN PVUTJEFXBMM
%BUBFYDFFEJOH
UIFMJNJU

%BUBFYDFFEJOH
UIFMJNJU

%BUBFYDFFEJOH
UIFMJNJU

1.8 %

27.8 %

33.5 %

ASHRAE, class of Data should stay below
control D [8]
75 % RH

0.1 %

8.6 %

16.9 %

Erhardt et al. [6]
ASHRAE class of
control B [8]

“Changes caused
by environmental
ßVDUVBUJPOTrJO
the moderate RH region
are generally reversible”

Annual mean
56 % ± 10 % =
46–66 % RH: 12.6
%

Annual mean
66 % ± 10 % =
56–76 % RH:
6.9 %

Annual mean
67 % ± 10 % =
57–77 % RH: 11.5
%

Erhardt et al. [6]

“Changes caused
by environmental
ßVDUVBUJPOTrJOUIF
moderate RH region are
generally reversible”

Annual mean
56 % ± 15 % =
41–71 % RH:
1.2 %

Annual mean
66 % ± 15% =
51–81 % RH:
2%

Annual mean
67 % ± 15 % =
52–82 % RH:
1.4 %

< 0 °C: 0 %
< 8 °C: 26.5 %

< 0 °C: 1.4 %
< 8 °C: 35.5 %

< 0 °C: 2.4 %
< 8 °C: 15.8 %

Thomson [12]

40 to 70 % RH

Mecklenburg [11] Temperature below
0 resp. 8 °C
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q Does the condition of furnishing and objects vary in different
rooms?
q %PFTUIFMPDBUJPOPGUIFGVSOJTIJOHPSPCKFDUJOUIFSPPNJOßVFODF
condition?
.FUIPEPGJOWFTUJHBUJPOPGUIFTUBUFPGQSFTFSWBUJPO
Condition photographs were compared in order to evaluate
deterioration and damage during recent years. A photographic
condition survey of all immovable furnishings was undertaken in
$FSUBJOUZQFTPGEBNBHFXFSFJEFOUJÞFEJOUIJTTVSWFZ'PS
FYBNQMF ßBLJOHBOEDSBDLTJOHJMEFETVSGBDFT XIJDIJOEJDBUF
climate-related deterioration, as well as water marks caused
by historic water leaks or surfaces which had been abraded due
to touching by visitors. This type of damage was described and
photographs of particular examples were taken in every room.
These images allowed the condition of the collection in the 1990s
to be compared with the present condition. Oil paintings and gilded
surfaces were selected for particular investigation as these were
best documented. Due to the risk of mould growth at high relative
humidities, particular care was taken to examine corners with little
BJSFYDIBOHFPSBJSßPX
The gilded ornaments were composed of wooden supports, glue
layers, priming, bolus, covered with gold leaf and a coating. Only
the gilded wooden decoration on the walls in the bedroom was
created with a different technique, here the wooden support
IBEWFSZUIJOQSJNJOHBOEUIFHPMEMFBGXBTÞYFEXJUIBOPJMZ
binding media.3 The oil paintings had a thin priming, with a thin
occasionally opaque paint layer, covered with a varnish.
3FTVMUTPGUIFJOTJUVJOWFTUJHBUJPO
Different observations can be made about the various materials
examined. Fragile objects, for example pastels and textiles,
were greatly affected by the climate. Materials insensitive to
environmental changes, such as porcelain vases, were in a very
good state of preservation. Furnishings located in the middle of the
SPPNIBEOPUDIBOHFETJHOJÞDBOUMZEVSJOHUIFMBTUUXPEFDBEFT
Damage like loss of gilded surfaces were already visible on the
pictures from 1992 (Figure 6).
The bedroom has
been adapted by
Ludwig II and was
OPUÞOJTIFECFGPSF
his death. This was
realized only after
the palace was
opened to the public

3

5IFHSFBUFSßVDUVBUJPOJOSFMBUJWFIVNJEJUZDBVTFECZUIFVTFPG
the historic heating system when the king was attendant might be
one of the causes of the pre-existing damage.4
5IFDBSEJOBMEJSFDUJPOPGUIFSPPNEJEOPUBQQFBSUPJOßVFODF
condition. However, the surface condition of wooden gilded
objects on the walls in the bedroom varied according to production
technique.

Historic
documents describe
early repairs to the
historic furnishing,
for example
cracked pieces of
lapis lazuli on the
ÞSFTJEFJOUIF)BMM
of Mirrors

4

The biggest changes in condition were observed in gilded wooden
decorations installed near to or on outer walls (Figure 7). Most
notably the folding shutters, decorated with gilded sand-textured
surfaces and wood carved ornaments, presented heavy losses and
loosening. Paintings on canvas hanging on outer walls, as in the
audience chamber, were heavily warped as a result of their exposure
UPTFWFSFFOWJSPONFOUBMßVDUVBUJPOT0OMZGFXDSBRVFMVSFTXFSF
visible.
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In winter 2012
three samples
were taken to see if
the mould growth
JEFOUJÞFEXBT
active. The analysis
showed that no
active infestation
could be observed
at that time.
5

Mould growth5 was found in many areas, particularly in corners
where the air exchange was very low, such as in folded shutters
and the state bed (Figure 8). Separated from the visitors by a
balustrade, the wooden gilded bed, furnished with a coating made
of glue, presents an ideal medium for fungi. In some areas the
painted wooden surfaces, which have been painted over with an
BDSZMJDNFEJVN BSFßBLJOHQSPCBCMZEVFUPUFNQFSBUVSFTCFMPX
the glass transition temperature of the binder.
Combining the results from the in situ investigation with the
estimates from the climate data analysed, it is possible to conclude
that, in general, the prediction of little damage for the historic
furnishing situated in the middle of the room was broadly correct.
.PSFJOEFQUIQSFEJDUJPOT TQFDJÞDUPQBSUJDVMBSDPNQPTJUF
NBUFSJBMT DPVMEOPUCFNBEF*UXBTOPUQPTTJCMFUPDPOÞSN
differences in the condition of the same types of furnishings
located in different rooms. Surprisingly, the condition of the gilded
surfaces on the walls in the bedroom, the room with the highest
3)BOEUIFDPMEFTUUFNQFSBUVSFT XBTWFSZHPPE5IJTDPOÞSNT
that the particular gilding technique, which was different from the
PUIFSSPPNT JTBNBKPSJOßVFODFJOUIFQSFTFSWBUJPO
$PODMVTJPOBOEPVUMPPL
This comparison of predictions drawn from an analysis of
environmental data with a conservation condition survey has
demonstrated that the predictions derived from the climate
data alone are limited. The results of the environmental data
analysis differ according to the particular guidelines used, which
VOEFSNJOFTUIFFGÞDBDZPGTVDIBOBQQSPBDI"SPPNOFWFSIBT
one single climate, and there is most potential for damage in
extreme local microclimates. When predicting future damage, it

Figure 6. Audience
room, east wall,
gilded ornaments
on the baldachin:
losses and
loosening of the
gilded surfaces
have not increased
during the last 20
years
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Figure 7. Yellow
Cabinet, western
wall, heavy losses
to the silvered
ornaments

JTBMTPOFDFTTBSZUPUBLFJOUPBDDPVOUUIFTQFDJÞDDIBSBDUFSJTUJDT
of different composite materials. Last but not least, there is a
considerable lack of knowledge about the risk of new damage
posed by long-term deviation from the environmental guidelines.
Fluctuations are not the only risk historic furnishings are exposed
UP-JHIUBOEQPMMVUBOUTIBWFBNBKPSJOßVFODF*OIJTUPSJDJOUFSJPST
JUJTOPUBMXBZTFBTZUPEJTUJOHVJTICFUXFFOTJOHMFJOßVFODFT BOE
it is likely that there will be some deterioration factors which are
interlinked and mutually dependent.
Linderhof was an attempt to compare guidelines derived from
analysed climate data with results from a conservation condition
survey. More buildings should be investigated to produce more
reliable predictions and results. In order to better understand
UIFSJTLTQPTFECZFOWJSPONFOUBMßVDUVBUJPOTUPDPMMFDUJPOTJO
real conditions, further investigations are necessary into material
characteristics, for example, simulations of hygrothermal
processes on different artworks and in situ measurements with
infrared thermography or 3D digitizing investigations.
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Figure 8. Mould
growth on the
gilded state bed in
the King’s bedroom
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Part II
Quantification, the link to relate climate-induced damage to indoor environments in historic
buildings

2VBOUJßDBUJPO UIFMJOLUPSFMBUFDMJNBUFJOEVDFE
EBNBHFUPJOEPPSFOWJSPONFOUTJOIJTUPSJDCVJMEJOHT
$IBSMPUUB#ZMVOE.FMJOBOE.BUUJBT-FHOÃS

"CTUSBDU
This paper describes and applies a method to quantify and relate
damage of painted wooden pulpits in 16 churches in Gotland,
Sweden, to both the current and the historical indoor climate of the
twentieth century. In addition, it demonstrates that the energy used
to heat a church in the past can be measured and the study also
points towards a relationship between damage and heat output.
The results suggest that more damage is present in churches with
a higher heat output and there is increased damage in churches
using background heating compared to churches that do not.
However, the method needs to be improved and a larger population
is required to validate these results.
*OUSPEVDUJPO
One of the most challenging tasks today in the cultural heritage
TFDUPSJTUPEFUFSNJOFUIFJOßVFODFPGQSFTFOUBOEGVUVSF
climates on historic buildings, interiors and collections. Some
of the objectives of the ongoing European Seventh Framework
Program Climate for Culture (CfC), Work Package (WP) 4, Damage
Assessment are to increase knowledge about the cause-effect
relationship between indoor environment, relative humidity (RH)
and temperature (T) and the state of preservation of collections.
This includes determination of tolerable RH and T ranges for
different materials as well as the correlation between the historic
climate and state of preservation [1]. Laboratory studies [2], mock
up studies in museums [3] as well as studies of single objects
in historic buildings and modelling [4] have been performed.
However, to further validate these results complementary
surveys of larger numbers of object types in their actual historic
microclimates are also needed. This is emphasised in the
subproject, CfC WP 4.1, Statistical assessment of actual damages
in relation to indoor climate in a representative population of
historic buildings. Such surveys will add relevant information to the
research area of climate-induced damage, but the subject is also
very complex, which is probably one reason why they have been
performed only in limited numbers.
There are many possible uncertainties in the cause-effect
relationship between the deterioration of organic materials and
UIFJSJOEPPSFOWJSPONFOUTBOETPJUJTEJGÞDVMUUPESBXSFMJBCMF 
comparative conclusions. The cause, both the set point and
TIPSUUFSNßVDUVBUJPOTPG3)BOE5XJMMIBWFWBSJFEPWFSUJNF
BOEDBOOPUCFJTPMBUFEGSPNPUIFSJOßVFODJOHGBDUPSTTVDIBT
light and air pollution. Even if RH and T records are available
from the churches over certain periods, there is no useful way of
quantifying the indoor climate, either in the present time or from
a historic perspective. The effect on objects of organic materials,
their constituents, age, manufacturing techniques and history is
the sum of the visible, permanent damage and change; hence the
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state of preservation of the objects as seen today is the sum of all
those cumulative factors from the past. Due to the lack of methods
to quantify the historic and present indoor climate as well as the
damage and change of objects, it is not possible to relate these two
parameters to each other.
The Island of Gotland is located in the Baltic Sea, about 90 km from
the Swedish coast. Its central position in the Baltic has made it an
important harbour, which has promoted trading and resulted in
long periods of great wealth. From the twelfth century until c. 1350,
92 churches were erected on the island, constituting a cultural
heritage of great value. Both the exteriors (Figure 1) as well as
the interiors (Figure 2) of these churches have many similarities.
The churches are all located within an area of less than 3184 m2
and are exposed to the same oceanic climate. They are all made
of local sandstone or limestone and all interior walls are rendered
BOEUIFDFJMJOHTBOEßPPSTBSFTUPOFPSQBSUMZPGXPPE*OUIFMBUF
sixteenth century, pulpits and other furnishing associated with
Lutheran liturgy were introduced to the churches. Due to their high
cultural heritage value, major works undertaken in the churches,
such as restoration and renovation of interiors or the introduction
of new heating systems, have been systematically recorded since
the 1920s. When the objects in these churches are examined it
is possible to observe damage which can be related to the indoor
environment, although the extent varies between churches. This is
particularly noticeable on painted wooden objects. One reason for
this may be the differences in indoor climates between churches,
but until now the heat output (energy used for space heating) over
a long period of time has not been connected to the climate-related
damage observed in churches.
The aim of this pilot study is to propose an interdisciplinary
approach to investigate whether a set of pre-selected damage
QBUUFSOTXIJDIBSFLOPXOUPCFDBVTFECZßVDUVBUJOHBOE
high RH and T (indoor climate indicators), in combination with

Figure 1. Levide
church, a typical
Gotland church
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Figure 2. Interior of
Buttle church with
the pulpit in the
south-east corner
of the nave

documentation on historic heating can be used as proxies [5] for
the historic indoor climate.
The hypothesis is that by studying and comparing a large number
of similar, immovable objects in indoor environments which do
not accord with recommendations on museum climates [6] it
should be possible to distinguish patterns of damage caused by
different climate conditions. Although the approach will give an
approximation only, the damage will be able to provide indications
of past and present indoor environments.
From a research perspective, the Gotland churches are a good
model base for population studies. The method used for this survey
was to assess damage in 16 of the 92 churches. These particular
churches were selected to represent the different heating regimes
VTFEJO(PUMBOEDIVSDIFT)FBUJOHPGUIFOBWFXBTÞSTUJOUSPEVDFE
in rural Gotland churches around 1900. The oldest kind of heat
TPVSDFXBTUIF(VSOFZTPWFO(Figure 3).
When central heating (CH) was introduced it was usually in the
form of low-pressure steam that gave off an intense heat and was
EJGÞDVMUUPDPOUSPM*OUIFTUPT PMEFS$)TZTUFNTXFSF 
with a few exceptions, replaced by either low-pressure hot water or
electrical space heaters.
The objects chosen for the survey were pulpits (Figure 5). They are
commonly found in the churches and on Gotland they are made of
local wood (normally pine). They were originally painted polychrome
using oil paint [7]. In the majority of the churches they are located
in their original positions e.g., the south-east corner of the nave,
and have only on rare occasions been moved. The pulpits are fully
or partly freestanding, avoiding microclimate conditions which can
develop around objects in close contact with an exterior wall.
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.FUIPE
By studying a population of similar objects which have not been
moved from their original environments it may become possible
UPSFMBUFTQFDJÞDEBNBHFQBUUFSOTUPDFSUBJOJOEPPSDMJNBUFT*O
this context it becomes more important to study a large number
of objects rather than looking at individual objects and buildings.
5IJTTFDUJPOXJMMCSJFßZEFTDSJCFUIFNFUIPETGPS RVBOUJÞDBUJPO
of energy used for heating and 2) the survey of indoor climate
indicators for wood and painted layers.
)FBUJOH
Until now, the past heating of historic buildings has rarely been
studied [5, 8]. Evidence-based knowledge is largely lacking, despite
the prospect of researching past energy use in churches being
relatively good in Sweden [9, 10]. In general, data on past indoor T
and RH in churches are not available, which is also the case for the
16 churches studied. In order to document how the indoor climate
NBZIBWFßVDUVBUFEJOBDIVSDI BSDIJWBMTPVSDFTBSFVTFE XIJDI
provide indications of what the climate was like. Documentation
on heating systems and historic fuel consumption is available for
almost all of the churches. The information on heating systems
JTIFMECZ"OUJLWBSJTLU5PQPHSBÞTLU"SLJW "5" BOEDBOBMTPCF
found in management plans kept at Gotland’s museum. In some
cases when management plans proved incomplete, it was possible
UPVTFQBSJTISFDPSETUPÞMMJOUIFHBQT1BSJTIBDDPVOUT XIJDI
contain data on fuel consumption, are available through Visby
Arkivcentrum.
5IFÞSTUTUFQJOUIJTSFTFBSDIXBTUPJEFOUJGZUIFEJGGFSFOULJOET
of heating used in the churches and map when alterations were
made. The next step was to extract data on how much fuel (and
energy) each system used. The accounts of each parish were
DPOTVMUFEGPSUIJTQVSQPTF'PSFBDIÞWFZFBSJOUFSWBM POFZFBS

Figure 3. Fröjel
church. Opposite
the pulpit is a
Gurney type of
oven located in the
north-east corner
of the nave. Source:
ATA, The National
Heritage Board
(photographer: H.
Faith-Ell, 1931)
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Figure 4.
Annual average
temperature of
Stockholm 1756–
2011 (reconstructed
data). Source: SMHI
(www.smhi.se)

was examined: 1900, 1905, 1910, etc. Fuel consumption in the
QBSJTIBDDPVOUTXBTUIFODPOWFSUFEUPFGÞDJFODZ NFBTVSFEJO
XBUUTIPVS L8I &BDILJOEPGGVFMIBTBTQFDJÞDFOFSHZDPOUFOU
given by the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency.
Having established information on annual energy consumption, the
BNPVOUPGFOFSHZVUJMJTFE FGÞDJFODZ UIFOIBEUPCFFTUJNBUFEJO
order to quantify the output. Some of the energy consumed is lost
in the process and does not add to heat introduced to the building
[11]. In the end, these calculations give a total estimate of how
much energy was added to the heating of the church between the
years 1900 and 1990 (Table 1). These values were then divided
by the area of the church in order to compensate for the volume
IFBUFE"TEBUBPOUIFWPMVNFPGTQBDFTXBTNJTTJOH ßPPSBSFBT
XFSFVTFEJOTUFBE"MBSHFßPPSBSFBJOEJDBUFTBWPMVNJOPVT
DIVSDI'JOBMMZ UIFUPUBMIFBUPVUQVUXBTNVMUJQMJFECZÞWFTJODF
POMZFWFSZÞGUIZFBSXBTFYBNJOFE*OUIFMBTUDPMVNOJOtable 1,
the total heat output values are divided into three groups, low,
medium and high so they can be compared. The estimates for
background heating (Table 1) should be viewed as approximate
ÞHVSFTBTUIFUFNQFSBUVSFIBTNPTUDFSUBJOMZWBSJFETJHOJÞDBOUMZ
in reality.
Today, all churches are heated intermittently but there was no
RH control in any of them before the 1990s. Data on background
heating, used in 11 of the 16 churches, was obtained from the
QBSJTIFT5IFPUIFSÞWFDIVSDIFTBSFBMMPXFEUPDPPMEPXO
between the sermons. A sudden rise in heat output (Figure 6)
indicates a drastic change of the heating regime, for example the
introduction of background heating, or it could relate to one or
several extremely cold winters. As seen in ÞHVSF, the winters of
the 1910s and 1920s were unusually cold, and the winters during
World War II (when churches were rarely heated) were very cold.
There were also a few very cold winters in the mid-1980s. On the
other hand, a considerable drop in energy output would indicate a
shift in heating regime or one or more mild winters.
%BNBHFBOETFMFDUJPOPGJOEPPSDMJNBUFJOEJDBUPST
Damage assessments as well as risk assessments are used in
UIFÞFMEPGDPOTFSWBUJPOUPRVBOUJGZUIFDPOEJUJPOPGDPMMFDUJPOT
Both the terms ‘risk’ and ‘damage’ are related to a change in
WBMVFBOEVTFGVMOFTT)PXFWFS UIFTFGBDUPSTNBZJOßVFODFUIF
overall assessment and hence the outcome of the survey [12, 13].
Methods of using more focused indicators have been used for
TQFDJÞDQVSQPTFTCZ#VDLMPX<> #SVOTLPH< >BOE#ZMVOE
Melin et al. [17]. In the present damage assessment, the pulpits
are regarded strictly as a population, subjected to climate-induced
EBNBHFBOEUIFJOEJDBUPSTBSFTJNQMZSFDPSEFEBOERVBOUJÞFE
without further interpretation. Observed examples of damage
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Figure 5. The pulpit
in Hörsne church

visible to the naked eye or by using a handheld microscope were
utilised in the survey and the following indoor climate indicators
for wood and paint were selected by the experience gained from an
earlier pre-study.
The pulpits consist of interlinking wooden elements, which can
become visibly deformed as the elements can act as restraints on
each other. Visible signs of mechanical deformation are cracks,
open joints and shrinkage, as revealed by unpainted edges where
the wooden elements overlap.
Flight holes from wood-boring beetles are common in wooden
objects in the Gotland churches, although it is not always possible
to judge infestations are ongoing or historic [18]. From the archive
records, it is obvious that infestation has been a problem in the
Gotland churches for decades or even longer and measures were
regularly taken to remove them.
Mould hyphae are visible on some pulpits and were recorded
although strictly speaking the mould is causing the damage, it is
not the damage itself. The visible hyphae can be, and have been,
removed and so cannot be regarded as permanent damage.
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Originally the pulpits were painted with polychrome oil paint [7].
The extent to which hide glue, gesso grounds or varnish were used
is uncertain. Today, remains of a white ground are visible in some
areas, while other parts of the same pulpit exhibit no traces. The
pulpits have also been repainted and restored on one or several
occasions, which is also supported by archive records. Active
delamination of the paint layers is only rarely seen.
*ODPOUSBTU BOFUXPSLPGÞOFDSBDLT DSBRVFMVSFT QFSQFOEJDVMBS
to the paint surface is often visible in the painted surface. Drying
cracks (developed during the drying of the paint) would show
random craquelure patterns while aging cracks (developed in the
older and more brittle paint layers) present craquelure patterns
more parallel to the grain of the supporting wood [19]. Both these
types of craquelures are present on the pulpits. As aging cracks
can be related to the moisture movement of the wood, the two
types were recorded separately. Mecklenburg [19] and Bucklow
[20] have pointed out that oil paints containing different pigments
have different RH-related mechanical and dimensional properties.
It was clear that this phenomenon was present as adjacent areas
of surface painted with different colours could show different
craquelure patterns or amounts of craquelures. Therefore the
damage assessment was also performed using the craquelure
patterns for the most common colours in the pulpits, e.g. white/
light grey, brown, black, red, skin colour (carnation), blue and
green. Each colour was not present on all pulpits and the size of
each coloured area varied among the pulpits.
It was important to quantify the damage so comparisons could be
undetaken. Methods like detailed photographing of the painted
Table 1. Present background heating and total heat output in the 16 Gotland churches. The estimated total heat output
values (MWh/m2 BSFNVMUJQMJFECZÞWFUPDPNQFOTBUFGPSUIFZFBSTUIBUXFSFOPUFYBNJOFE

$IVSDI

#BDLHSPVOE )FBUPVUQVU
IFBUJOH5 
.8I 
$ 
r

'MPPSBSFB &TUJNBUFEUPUBMIFBU -PXIFBUPVUQVU
.FEJVNr
PGDIVSDI PVUQVU .8IN 
r
)JHI .8IN
(m

Akebäck

8

168

127

6,6

Low

Alskog

6

430

224

9,6

Medium

Björke

9

672

162

20,7

High

Bunge

None

773

319

12,1

Medium

Buttle

10

324

146

11,1

Medium

Dalhem

8

746

370

10,1

Medium

Etelhem

5

525

255

10,3

Medium

Fide

None

143

153

4,7

Fröjel

12

453

208

10,8

Medium

Hejde

7

458

205

11,2

Medium

Hörsne

6

459

175

13,1

Medium

Levide

None

211

179

5,9

Low

Roma

9

1738

430

20,2

High

Vänge

9

501

219

11,4

Medium

Öja

None

509

369

6,9

Low

Östergarn

None

234

280

4,2

Low

Low
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Figure 6. The heat
output for every
ÞGUIZFBSJOUIF
Gotland churches,
1900–1990. The red
curve is the average
values of the
churches with high
total heat output
 .8IN2),
the green curve
is the average of
the churches with
medium heat output
(8–15 MWh/m2) and
the blue curve low
heat output
(< 8 MWh/m2),
according to table 1

surfaces, computer monitoring and calculating of damaged
surfaces in relation to undamaged etc. were discussed but were
considered unhelpful because some areas were too small to
register or did not have distinct borders. From the experience
of the earlier pre-study of the pulpits it seemed possible for the
FYBNJOFSUPNBLFBTVCKFDUJWFRVBOUJÞDBUJPO5IFRVBOUJÞDBUJPOT
XFSFNBEFBTCMJOEUFTUTBTUIFTQFDJÞDIFBUJOHTZTUFNTPGUIF
churches were not known during the assessment. Only the naked
eye, an LED-torch and a handheld microscope were used for the
inspections. It was decided to use four grades on a relative scale to
quantify the damage:
0 points = no damage
1 point = small number of damaged areas
2 points = medium number of damaged areas
3 points = large number of damaged areas
Each damage pattern was inspected on all sides of the pulpits
before registering the score and an average of 20 to 30 areas were
PCTFSWFECFGPSFEFDJEJOHUIFÞOBMTDPSF*OTPNFJOTUBODFTUIF
incoming daylight from the south-facing windows had caused
increased deterioration of the paint on one side of the pulpits so
those sides were excluded from the survey:
3FTVMUT
It has been shown that the degree of heating in churches has
varied over time, and that these variations can be tracked by using
archival sources. This means that it is not necessary to speculate
how a particular church was heated in the past. Figure 6 shows
UIFßVDUVBUJPOJOIFBUPVUQVUGPSFBDIÞWFZFBSJOUFSWBMJOUIF
churches. The general tendency is that there was a low and stable
IFBUPVUQVUEVSJOHUIFÞSTUIBMGPGUIFDFOUVSZ"GUFS8PSME8BS**
there was a strong increase in heat output. It is also noticeable that
UIFMBSHFSUIFUPUBMIFBUPVUQVU UIFMBSHFSUIFßVDUVBUJPOTTable
1 shows that there is a relationship between present background
heating and total heat output, e.g., churches without background
heating generally show low heat output.
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The damage as an individual parameter or in combination
was related to indoor climate variables as seen in table 2. It is
known that permanent heating in historic buildings has caused
incalculable damage to painted wooded objects [21] if the relative
humidity is not controlled.
When the different background heating temperatures were
compared (5 to 12 °C) with the condition of the pulpits it had been
assumed that higher temperatures would cause more damage. No
SFMBUJPOTIJQXBTJEFOUJÞFE IPXFWFS#ZEJWJEJOHUIFDIVSDIFTJOUP
two simple groups, those with and without background heating,
a clearer pattern emerged; more damage craquelures were
observed in churches with background heating (Figure 7).
This tendency was clear for all colours, except green, on all pulpits.
Making the same type of comparison between the different colours
and the total heat output did not show the same relationship.
However, a comparison of the three levels of total heat output with
the total damage scores for all craquelures of all colours for each
pulpit showed lower damage scores in churches with lower heat
output when compared with those with medium heat output (Figure
8). The same relationship is also found in churches with and
without background heating. There is also an increased frequency
of paint delamination in churches with background heating.
/PTVDISFMBUJPOTIJQXBTJEFOUJÞFEGPSNFDIBOJDBMEFGPSNBUJPO
of the wood. For mould, an increase was found in churches with
CBDLHSPVOEIFBUJOHXIFSFBTßJHIUIPMFTXFSFNPSFGSFRVFOUJO
churches without background heating.
%JTDVTTJPO
There is a large number of variables among the churches such
as volume, heating systems, presence of moisture-buffering
materials and different air leakages due to the building envelope.
Table 2. The relation between the indoor climate and damage

5ZQFPGEBNBHF JOEPPS
DMJNBUFJOEJDBUPS

5IFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFODIVSDIFTXJUI
BOEXJUIPVUCBDLHSPVOEIFBUJOHBOE
EBNBHF

3FMBUJPOCFUXFFOUIFUPUBMIFBU
PVUQVU .8IN rBOE
EBNBHF

Mould

Mould is more frequent in churches with
background heating

None

Flight holes

Flight holes are more frequent in
churches without background heating

None

.PVME ßJHIUIPMFT

None

None

Cracks in wood

None

None

Open joints

None

None

Cracks + open joints

None

None

Paint delamination

Paint delamination is more frequent in
churches with background heating

None

Craquelures (aging)

Slight correlation. Less damage in
churches without background heating

None

Craquelures (drying)

None

None

Craquelures (aging +
drying)

Yes, less amount craquelures in churches Yes, less craquelures in churches
without background heating (Figure 7)
with the least heat output (Figure 8)
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Figure 7. The relation between damage score of the different colours on
the pulpits in the 16 churches with and without background heating. For
all colours, except green, there are more craquelures (higher damage
score) in churches with background heating (red bars) compared to
churches without (blue bars). For red and carnation colours there are no
craquelures in churches without background heating and hence no blue
bars in the diagram

Figure 8. The relation between the total heat output (MWh/m2) and total
damage score for craquelures of all colours of each pulpit in each church.
The group of red squares are the damage scores from pulpits in churches
XJUIIJHIIFBUPVUQVUBTQSFTFOUFEJOUBCMF .8IN2). Green
triangles are pulpits representing medium heat output (8 to 15MWh/m2)
and blue circles are low heat output (< 8 MWh/m2). The two outliers,
Dalhem and Björke churches showing low damage scores have pulpits
which were repainted by the same painter, C. W. Pettersson, as late as the
beginning of the twentieth century and therefore craquelures may not yet
have developed
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Furthermore, the variety of the pulpits in terms of age, method
and number of restorations and the lack of knowledge about the
exact constituents of the paint layers and so on could be used
to argue that a survey like the one presented in this paper is not
WBMJE%FTQJUFUIJT TMJHIUSFMBUJPOTIJQTIBWFCFFOJEFOUJÞFEXIJDI
suggest that the approach of relating past indoor climate to indoor
climate indicators is a method that could be further developed.
Many questions have arisen during the survey; are all damage
patterns studied here useful, should some be excluded or others
included? The survey indicates that the craquelure patterns are the
most useful of damage patterns explored as they present a large
EFHSFFBOESBOHFPGRVBOUJÞBCMFEBNBHF*UDBOCFEBOHFSPVTUP
make such assumptions as it also indicates that the damage in
wood might prove useful if a larger population was incorporated. Is
it possible to neglect other agents of deterioration like light and air
pollution from a survey like this? The light levels in the buildings
should also be taken into account, as well as variations in outdoor
climate conditions.
There seems to be a relationship between low damage scores
and churches without background heating and with low total
heat output. This supports the assumption that saving energy in
UIFDIVSDIFTCZOPUVTJOHCBDLHSPVOEIFBUJOHBMTPCFOFÞUTUIF
preservation of the paint layers on the pulpits.
1FSIBQTUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUJOUFOUJPOPGUIJTTVSWFZXBTUPÞOE
BOBGGPSEBCMFBOEFGÞDJFOUNFUIPEUPNBLFBTTFTTNFOUTPG
QBTUJOEPPSDMJNBUFBOEEBNBHFJOßJDUFEUIBUDBOCFDPNQBSFE
between a large number of locations. Therefore the weakest part
JOUIJTTVSWFZJTUIFEBNBHFBTTFTTNFOU5PÞOEBNFUIPEGPS
RVBOUJÞDBUJPOPGEBNBHFUIBUJTCPUIPCKFDUJWFBOESFQSPEVDJCMF 
Bucklow [14] suggests having a set of reference standards which
can be used even by inexperienced conservators or art-historians
to assess craquelure patterns. Something similar may be
applicable though it would need to be developed by experienced
conservators. It would also be valuable to make similar
assessments of other groups of materials.
0VSTUVEZTIPXTUIBUUIFSFBSFNBOZEJGÞDVMUJFTUPPWFSDPNFBOE
that the method presented here should be further developed and
improved. However, measuring both the cause and the effect
BMMPXTUIFNUPCFRVBOUJÞFEBOEDPNQBSFE'VSUIFSTUVEJFT
relating actual monitored relative humidity and temperatures to
known energy consumption and heat output in different churches
would demonstrate if the archive records proxies were reliable. In
this respect, simulations of the indoor environment could prove
useful. For both the proxies as well as the indoor climate indicators
a larger population would validate the methods as well as the
results.
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Part III
Retrospective investigation for statistical assessment of cause effect relationship of indoor
climate conditions and preservation state of cultural heritage assets – Development of
methods and first results at the example of large painting collections.
Andreas Weiß
1

Development of methods

1.1

Analysis of the task

1.1.1

Localization within the Climate for Culture project

Within the description of work of the Climate for Culture project the retrospective
investigation on state of preservation of collections of cultural assets under different historic
climate conditions is covered by task 2.4 b “Retrospective investigation of complex
assemblies of cultural heritage assets in different historic climate conditions for a better
understanding of climate induced damage processes from conservation science point of
view.” in work package 2.1 “World heritage sites - Case Studies“. Since the information
gained from case study sites and objects is supposed to provide the data input for task 4.1
“Statistical assessment of actual damages in relation to indoor climate in a representative
population of historic buildings” in work package 4 “Damage assessment” it has to be
performed according to certain requirements resulting from the methods of statistical
evaluation to be introduced for the assessment of the cause effect relationship between
preservation history and climate history. In return the peculiarities of cultural heritage case
study objects must be considered during the development of statistical models. Subsequently
design of methods for data collection and its performance within task 2.4b was done closely
connected to the development and implementation of statistical models in task 4.1.
1.1.2

Overall consideration of resulting requirements

1.1.2.1

Concerning retrospective approach and understanding of damage
processes

Understanding of climate induced damage processes at collections of cultural assets
requires the investigation of the cause effect relationship between indoor climate condition
and preservation state. Hence information about changes in the preservation state as well as
collateral indoor climate conditions is needed. These information has been recorded
preferably, but can also be gathered by current condition surveys and climate measurements
provided that existing knowledge of the history of preservation and climatic history allows for
drawing conclusions from present to past conditions.
Supposed distinctions in climate vulnerability of the various materials paintings comprise
require separate assessments of damages with surmised distinctions in the genesis of the
damage.
1.1.2.2

Concerning statistical evaluation of gathered data

Statistical assessment requires the comparability of the sample units of a population in
respect of the context to be evaluated.
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Transferred to the cause effect relationship of indoor climate conditions and preservation
state this means in principle, that only case study objects are to be selected for a population
that would develop similar damages under the same climate conditions. However, whereas
the climatic vulnerability is supposed to relay on the initial technological constitution as well
as its alteration due to natural aging, decay, conservational treatments etc., knowledge on
and possibilities of analytical assessment of these parameters are more than limited. Hence
the in this respect unique character of cultural heritage objects in general and paintings in
particular forces to face a high level of unavoidable uncertainty. Except for optimizing the
quality of data input the only way of navigation is the enlargement of the sample which
requires an investigation design as effective as possible.
Transferred to the process of data collection this requires standardized procedures to provide
comparable data. Regarding the accessibility of large numbers of case study objects
methods based on fast simple visual assessment would be preferred any methods
dependent on special tools and instruments. Considering safety regulations even touching of
the objects or examination of the rear surface should be avoidable.

1.1.2.3

Concerning future compatibility

Since the quality of the statistical assessment is related to the size of sample respectively the
number of case study objects the continuation of the investigation beyond the timeframe of
the Climate for Culture project is highly recommended. Moreover, the exemplarily
investigations of painted wooden objects and canvas paintings performed in the framework
of the Climate for Culture project would be enhanced by future investigations of further
groups of cultural heritage objects. Subsequently the investigation methods were to be
designed with respect to compatibilities for future continuation as well as widening of the
selection of investigated cultural heritage objects.

1.2

Condition survey for preservation data collection

1.2.1

Selection of damage indicators

Subsection deleted due to repeated file error, to be added in a revised draft!
The following climate related damages have been selected for observation:
1. Component
PAINT
including
varnish and
ground

2. Damage category
Discolouration

3. Damage type
Loss of gloss
Blanching, bloom,
crazing;
Mildew, mould

Change in structure or
deformation

Insect holes
Crack, craquelure, split
Blister, buckling (specific)
Cupping (specific)
Tenting (specific)
Flaking (general), lifting,
32
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Support

1.2.2

Discolouration
Change in structure or
deformation

cleavage
Loss (spatial)
Loss (scattered)
Chalking
Stretcher marks
Mildew, mould
Insect holes
Crack, split
Open joint(s)
Warp/ undulation

Damage identification

Subsection deleted due to repeated file error, to be added in a revised draft!
For identification of damages a task specific glossary was drafted according to the following
examples, to be completed by sample images as presented in Figure 7 to Figure 14.
Matrix
Class of Object
part of Object
family of damage
Name of damage
Synonyms
typical visual appearance

variability
in size
in shape
other
damages with similar
visual appearance

superimposing damages
necessarily
typical
technological context

Example
canvas painting
Coatings (surface coatings, paint layer, ground)
Deformation
Blistering
None
Any spatial restricted soft convex hollow elevation of
the surface, usually without cracks or holes inside.
Sharp kinks occur, if at all, at the edge of the elevation.
As a rule bubble shaped.
- extent and height
- rather round outline
- rather elongated outline
- colour: deviations in colour of the elevation from the
surrounding might occur.
- buckling (“rigid distortions in the support or paint
layers”)
- bulge (“A local convex distortion involving the canvas
and the paint and ground layers. Bulge is caused by
sustained pressure to the back of the canvas”
- Tenting (similar to blisters with elongated outline)
None
None
Blisters with rather round outline occur due to dilatation
of the ground layers, paint layers or surface coating
layers, subsequent to or causing cleavages to the
underneath layer. Whereas the initial dilatation might
33
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utilities for identification
Matrix
Class of Object
part of Object
family of damage
Name of damage
Synonyms
typical visual appearance

variability
in size
in shape
other
damages with similar
visual appearance

superimposing damages
Necessarily
Typical
Technological context

utilities for identification
Matrix
Class of Object
part of Object
family of damage
Name of damage
Synonyms
typical visual appearance

affect solely one layer the subsequent elevation would
affect all above layers too.
Blisters with rather elongated outline might occur
subsequent to development of cleavages due to
shrinking of the support.
Deviations in colour of the elevation from the
surrounding might indicate that solely the surface
coatings are affected.
Grazing light
Example
canvas painting
Coatings (surface coatings, paint layer, ground)
Deformation
Tenting
None
Spatial restricted elongated saddle roof respectively
tent shaped hollow elevation of the surface with cracks
and sharp kinks at least at the crown line, often also at
the foot line.
- large variability in length, width and height
- different angels of the slabs
none
- blistering;
- buckling
- cupping;
- flaking
cracks
None
Caused by compression of ground and/ or paint layer
due to shrinking of the support. Associated with or
occurring subsequent to development of cleavages
underneath. Width of the slabs increases
- with thickness the gesso;
- with content and strength of the glue in the gesso;
- with decreasing relative humidity during development
of tenting
grazing light
Example
canvas painting
Coatings (surface coatings, paint layer, ground)
Deformation
cupping
none
Concave deformation of islands of the coatings (paint or
paint and ground) bordered by visible cracks at the
concave bulged edges. Usually non-singular but
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affecting remarkable parts of the whole area of the
object.
variability
in size
in shape

other
damages with similar
visual appearance
superimposing damages
Necessarily
Typical
Technological context

utilities for identification
Matrix
Class of Object
part of Object
family of damage
Name of damage
Synonyms
typical visual appearance

variability
in size
in shape
other
damages with similar
visual appearance
superimposing damages
Necessarily
Typical
1

size of the singular slab, depending on the
superimposing craquelure and thickness of the gesso
- with framed concave bulged edges but flat, nonelevated centre;
- concave deformation capturing the whole crack
framed slab;
- associated with cleavages underneath paint layer or
ground, starting from the elevated edges;
- in cases without cleavages the concave deformation
affects the canvas as well, which might be visible from
the back.
- superimposed by cracks/ craquelure inside the
concave elevated area
- tenting
- flaking
Cracks
loss
Occurring subsequent to formation of cracks, frequently
subsequent to or associated with development of
cleavages “between layers of paint, between paint and
ground, or between ground and support”1. Caused by
overstrain of upper layers due to its shrinking or/ and
dilatation beneath paint or ground layers.
grazing light
Example
canvas painting
Coatings (surface coatings, paint layer, ground)
Deformation
flaking
lifting
Any elevations of the coating that cannot doubtless be
identified as blistering, tenting or cupping. Elevated
areas are necessarily bordered by visible cracks at
least at one typical concave bulged hollow edge.
manifold
manifold
none
- tenting, cupping

cracks
paint loss

{Canadian Conservation Institute 1994 #213: 3}
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Technological context

utilities for identification

1.2.3

Occurring subsequent to or associated with formation
cleavages “between layers of paint, between paint and
ground, or between ground and support”2, due to
shrinking of the support or/ and dilatation of the affected
layer, caused by overstrain of upper layers due to its
shrinking or/ and dilatation beneath paint or ground
layers.
grazing light

Damage classification

With respect to optimizing data quality for statistical evaluation, necessary efficiency of
performance of the data collection, suitability for risk assessment and the future compatibility
of the survey method the following damage classification approaches have been discussed:
The binary qualification between the classes “damaged” and “not damaged”, the 3categorical qualification between the classes “not-“, “slightly-“ and “severe damaged”, a low
categorical easy to perform quantification and a multicategorical quantification.
Any multicategorical quantification would doubtless improve the results of the statistical
evaluation considerably. However, this would require manually performed damage
mappings, unless automated damage assessment methods would be introduced which, if at
all adaptable to assessment of selected damages, would hardly be applicable to painting
collections for numerous reasons. Although manually performed mappings are state of the
art procedures in the field of cultural heritage they are far too time consuming as to be
applied at numbers of case study objects supposed to be needed for statistical evaluation.
An attempt to apply at least active infrared thermography for the assessment of hidden
delamination of the paint layer was to be abandoned due to the lack of necessary evaluation
software resources within die Climate for Culture project consortium. Thus the real
multicategorical damage classification was abandoned as impracticable in the context in
question in advance.
In a next step the three remaining classification approaches have been compared with
respect to their accuracy. The results are reflected in Table 1.
The classification according to 3-categorical qualification between the classes “not-“,
“slightly-“ and “severe damaged” was considered insufficient for statistical purposes for the
following reasons:
An assessment of the extent of damage based on their visual appearance meets at least
three parameters of the visual appearance per type of damage:
1) Something like size of bubbles, depth of cups, range of fading, width of cracks, that might
be named severity.
2) Something like number of bubbles per area, density of the crack grid, that might be named
density.
2

{Canadian Conservation Institute 1994 #213: 3}
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3) The fraction of the objects surface affected by the particular damage.
In the absence of further rules the surveyor inevitably will take into consideration all of these
parameters more or less aware, more or less systematic, with rather random emphasis,
depending on personal knowledge and sensitivity. Hence, the distinction of each of the three
parameters between rather diffuse bordered classes such as “slightly” and “severe” would be
afflicted with considerable errors that accumulate with a further error resulting from arbitrary
summarizing the singular parameters. Moreover the value of certain severity parameters like
size of bubbles, depth of cups, width of cracks, distortion of support is subject to the actual
environmental conditions during performance of the survey.
Any objective quantification of parameters 1) and 2) would require not only damage specific
scales but also highly sophisticated instruments or standardized tools of the kind of the tread
counter that cannot be assumed available. In order to navigate uncertainties and the need for
instruments it was suggested to exclude the assessment of these parameters and to restrain
on parameter 3. The damage affected fraction of the surface is easy to assess without need
of any damage specific scales except some distinctions between spatial spread damages
and rather linear damages like cracks in a wooden support.
Under the premises of efficiency and avoidance of the need for specific instruments a
possible number and demarcation of damage classes have been derived from easy
imaginable distinctions like halves, thirds, quarters or fifths. Given the rectangle as the most
common shape of paintings the distinctions between quarters was assumed to be most easy
imaginable. Hence the demarcation between the following five classes was evident:
:
• Class 1 = damage not present (0% of the surface affected)
• Class 2 = damage present on >0% to 25% of the surface
• Class 3 = damage present on >25% to 50% of the surface
• Class 4 = damage present on >50% to 75% of the surface
• Class 5 = damage present on >75% to 100% of the surface
As developed in Table 1 the 5-categorical quantification model derived in such way is
considerably more error resistant than the 3-categorical qualification model. Apart from the
no damaged state the latter does not provide relatively error resistant areas. In the 5categorical quantification model on the contrary error prone areas are limited to the vicinity of
the boundaries between the classes whereas the areas surrounding the middle of the
classes are error resistant.
For the sake of comparison of the classification methods the probability of initial subjective
error was set on equal levels such as 5% for demarcation between no damage and damage
and 25%, 33% as well as 50% for demarcation between further damage classes. The latter is
presented in Table 1, the two lower assumptions lead to similar ratios between 3-categorical
and 5-categorical method. However, in reality the visual demarcation between defined
boundaries of the affected surface using the 5 categorical qualification method is supposed
to be less error prone than the demarcation between the comparatively week attributes
slightly and severe using the 3-categorical qualification method. And of course numerous
other reasons, such as qualification and actual mental state of the surveyor, operating
conditions, peculiarity of the case study object etc. will yield considerably variations of the
initial subjective error. Last but not least the considered
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probability of error does reflect the uncertainties in relation to the respective scale of the
models that is the possible deviation from the designated assessment. This is supposed to
be sufficient to assess the comparability of gathered data. Apart from the binary qualification
model It does not reflect the deviation of the assessment from the real damage extent, which
is discussed below for the quasi-multicategorical quantification model.
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Table 1 Comparing different approaches of onsite damage classification in respect of error probability.
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Although the simple distinction between damaged and not damaged would be the most
effective as well as least error prone way of damage classification the binary qualification
method succumbs to the 5-categorical quantification method regarding the suitability of the
gained data for the assessment of climate related risks. A considerable drawback of both
methods is the over evaluation of minor or initial damages that account for the majority of the
damages to be observed as presented in Figure 15. These minor damages would rather be
associated with minor risks, but summarized with the whole range of severe damages
suggesting high risks in the binary qualification method. Even the allocation in class 2 of the
5-categorical quantification method does not reflect the associated risk since a damage
affecting a quarter of the surface would already suggest a considerable risk. In order to
navigate this drawback without boosting the necessary effort beyond manageable levels a
quasi multicategorical classification method was derived from the 5-categorical quantification
method introducing two additional steps as presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Derivation of the quasi multicategorical quantification model from the 5-categorical quantification

After division of the surface to be assessed into four quarter fractions using imaginary cross
lines each quarter fraction is to be assessed separate according to the 5-categorical
quantification method. Subsequent a mean value is to be calculated from the results of the
quarter fractions. This procedure results in a scale of 17 damage classes graded in 6,25%steps. As presented in Figure 2 the absolute deviation between the real damage extent and
the classification result is reduced to a maximum range between <25% for damages even
distributed over al quarter fractions and <6,25%% for damages concentrated on one quarter
fraction (compare Figure 3). The respective mean deviation range is determined between
12,5% and 3,1%. The lower boundaries are determined by the number of the averaged
surface fractions. Although a further subdivision of the surface would be applicable with
minor additional effort of common availably tools like tripods and simple cross line laser
tools3 this would not affect the upper boundaries which are determined by the 5-categorical
quantification assessment of the surface fractions to be averaged. Any effective enlargement
of the quantification classes at this step, however, would boost the effort for the whole
procedure close to real damage mappings.

3

As suggested by Daniel Fitzenreiter from the paintings canservation department of the
stakeholder SPSG in order to compromise between data acquisition for statistical purposes
periodic mapping for monitoring of the individual preservation history of singular objects.
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Figure 2

Since the relative deviation between real damage extent and classification result is still
considerably large at least at the lower end of the scale covering the minor damages a
further optimization of the method by shifting the cross lines is recommended in case of
uneven distributed damages as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Apart from this reservation the method provides a reasonably error resistant assessment of
climate related damages by combination of a scope for evaluation reduced on the
identification of the damage to be answered with yes or no and a reasonable differentiated
quantification scale. It is supposed easy to perform as well as to adapt to various classes of
cultural heritage objects and does not require specific skills or tools.

Figure 3 Minimization of deviation from the real damage extent applying the quasi multicategorical
quantification to spatial spread damages
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Figure 4

Damage classification versus statistical significance
For the statistical assessment performed by logistic regression several models have been
introduced ant tested according to their suitability for the damage assessment. Although the
model least parameters provides die highest accuracy from the mathematics point of view as
presented in Figure 5 the strong tendency of overestimation of minor damages in low
categorical input data forced to proceed in direction of multicategorical models.
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Figure 5 Whereas in the statistical models the significance of correlation between climate conditions
and damage declines with the number of damage categories the reliability of the input data
increases considerably with the number of classes due to less overestimation of the minor
damages, allocated in the yellow areas.

2

Implementation of developed methods

2.1

Performed investigations

The quasi-multicategorical quantification method has been tested performing condition
surveys at 400 oil paintings (in total more than 550m²) from 233 artists stored in 9 different
none or not fully climatized historic museum buildings and castles of the stakeholders and
project partners Stiftung Preußische Schlösser und Gärten Berlin-Brandenburg (SPSG) and
Bayerisches Staatsministerium der Finanzen (BSV), including the Kings House at the
Schachen and UNESCO World Heritage Site Palaces and Parks of Potsdam and Berlin. A
representative distribution of age and support technology is given in Figure 6. Subject to the
notwithstanding small sample size from the statistics point of view the statistical assessment
was performed double tracked for the whole sample as well as separately for the canvas
paintings until further enlargement of the sample.
Available preservation history data have been collected from the respective archives.
The associated climate data sets have been compiled from available measurement data
according to the recorded storage history of the paintings. Thus 100 individual data sets have
been provided for statistical assessment of the cause effect relation between indoor climate
conditions and preservation state. In preparation for first statistical tests these data sets were
evaluated according to the guidelines for indoor climate in MUSEUMS, GALLERIES,
ARCHIVES, AND LIBRARIES published by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating
and Air-Conditioning Engineers [ASHRAE 2007]. In particular the percentage of time of
compliance with the singular ASHRAE classes from A to D was calculated for the
combination of temperature and relative humidity according to Martens [Martens 2012] and
for both parameters separate in order to trace possible partial risks. Further indoor climate
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indicators beyond the ASHRAE parameters are to be derived from the results of testing the
latter.

Figure 6

2.2

Problems and findings concerning the data collection

2.2.1

Onsite damage assessment

Having been tested at 400 case study objects the quasi-multicategorical damage
quantification could be proved as applicable and effective method for collection of input data
for the statistical assessment. Subject to the accessibility it allowed for surveying of up to
three paintings per hour.
However, considering the safety measures and hang conditions common in collections it is
important to mention the identification of the majority of the damages requires very close
access to the paintings surface at eye level. Hence the shutdown of the alarm system as well
as the accessibility by ladder or scaffolding might be required.
Frequently a certain identification of damages was possible only in the microscopic scale.
Even an 8 times magnification lens turned out to be insufficient. However, is was possible to
substitute a microscope by macro photographic images magnified on a notebook screen on
site.
Although the test run of the survey was performed by an experienced conservator backed by
the conservators in charge of the collection the observed degree of difficulty of identification
of damages was considerably high. Hence the feasibility of performing the data collection by
personnel without conservation background is strongly to be questioned. The complexity of
the problem as well as the necessity of magnification in the microscopic scale is shown at the
example of identification of suspected mold affection in Figure 7 to Figure 14. The images
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were taken by a full frame a digital single-lens reflex camera with macro lens and
subsequently digital magnified. Reproducible image scales have been obtained by fixed
settings of the lens reproduction ratio at 1:1 and 1:3.

Figure 7

Dark spots suspected of being mold turned out to be losses of the paint layer, revealing the
dark ground. Being covered by a the varnish a relation to recent indoor climate conditions can
be excluded

Figure 8

Dark spots suspected of being mold turned out to be remains of an incomplete removed elder
varnish.

Figure 9

Pale spots suspected of being mold turned out to be crasing of the varnish caused by
affection by water droplets.
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Figure 10

Pale spots suspected of being mold turned out to be traces of lead soap protrusions

Figure 11

A white veil suspected to be mold turned out to be crazing of the varnish caused by moisture
infiltrating from the varnish craquelure

Figure 12

A white veil suspected to be mold turned out to be crazing of the varnish caused by moisture
infiltrating from the varnish craquelure
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Figure 13

A white veil suspected to be mold turned out to be remainings of cotton wool filament from a
conservation treatment.

Figure 14

Only this white veil could be identified as mold infestation.

Concerning the damage atlas the onsite observed degree of difficulty of identification of
damages revealed the necessity to include additional information on the genesis of
damages. The observed variability of the visual appearance of the majority of the climate
related damages proofed the priority of a damage description targeted to the visual
assessment as well as the necessity of sample images covering the range of variability.
Moreover, the ratio of misleading phenomena with similar visual appearance revealed the
necessity to include respective sample images for disproving as well. All sample images
haven been produced according to the same standard such as presented in Figure 7 to
Figure 14.
The quasi-multicategorical quantification of the damages revealed considerable asymmetries
in the distributions of the extent of the observed damages as shown in Figure 15. For the
majority of the types of damages the supposed overweight of minor damages and its
resulting over evaluation by binary qualification and 5-categorical qualification has been
proofed as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15

For several reasons Not as all investigated paintings
2.2.2

Acquisition of preservation and climate history data

Although performed in well documented collections the acquisition of preservation history
data revealed the need for further standardization of condition surveys in the field cultural
heritage preservation. Especially the allocation of direct coincidences of time or period of
damage or increase of damage and indoor climate conditions frequently failed due to lack of
comparable damage quantification data. Hence the statistical assessment of cause effect
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relationships between indoor climate conditions and preservation state has to relay only on
the survey of the present preservation conditions for the majority of the case study objects.
The resulting additional uncertainty has to be compensated by further enlargement of the
sample. Limited consistency of available preservation history data in consequence of the
rapid development of documentation systems over the recent decades caused a
considerable increase of the effort for data acquisition.
Also the evaluation of available indoor climate data revealed the need for standardization
Here a variety of data logger firmware formats enforced time consuming reformatting.
Moreover the need for professional archiving of climate data on-line with the rapid
development of technology is to be emphasized. In fact the conversion of majority of
available climate data required obsolete data processing equipment.
Frequently the acquisition of preservation and climate history data was more time consuming
than the onsite condition survey.

3

Preliminary results of statistical assessment

The statistical assessment was started by testing significance and strength of correlation
between damage extent data and the individual climate data sets. This was performed for all
selected types of damages in each case combined with the time of compliance with the
singular ASHRAE climate classes from A to D for combination of temperature and relative
humidity as well as separately for both parameters. Furthermore the tests were performed at
the whole sample as well as separately for canvas paintings only in each case for the binary
logit model, a 4-categorical logit model and a 6-categorical logit model. Overall 975 singular
correlations were tested at several states of development of the sample.
Already below sample sizes of 100 statistical entities first considerable signals appeared
regarding singular correlations. However, even at sample sizes beyond 240 entities more
than a third of approximately 60 correlation signals count contrary to expectations. Such as
“the higher the compliance with ASHRAE climate class A, the higher the probability of
damage. Except for the age of objects none of the signals could be considered as robust so
far. Beyond contradiction to expectation that is because of contradiction to other signals or
simply due to the uneven distribution of sample unit data as shown in Figure 16.
However, whereas expected but still weak results are supposed to harden in the course of
growing samples the results contrary to expectation deserve particular attention. That is
because they leave only two resorts. Either to proof the expectation wrong or to look for
variables hitherto out of consideration but determining the result.
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Figure 16

4

Distribution of sample units compiling particular kinds of damage and climate variables. In
any case the absolute frequency of damaged sample units per interval of the climate variable
is shown.
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